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web achieve more with our world second edition a best selling seven level series for young learners of english experience more of the real
world with content that motivates learners to use english including surprising photography meaningful stories and readings immersive video
and incredible national geographic explorers web to make progress against the pressing problems the world faces we need to be informed by the
best research and data our world in data makes this knowledge accessible and understandable to empower those working to build a better
world read about our mission subscribe to our newsletter web the front page of our world in data lists the same big global problems every
day because they matter every day one of the biggest mistakes that the news media makes is to suggest that different things matter on
different days to understand issues that are affecting billions we need data web 5 days ago   explore our new data and research on
pandemics in history and how we can reduce their risk in the future by saloni dattani lucas rod�s guirao edouard mathieu hannah ritchie and
max roser december 07 2023 web home coronavirus vaccinations 70 6 of the world population has received at least one dose of a covid 19
vaccine 13 57 billion doses have been administered globally and 7 861 are now administered each day 32 7 of people in low income countries
have received at least one dose web all the software and code that we write is open source and made available via github under the
permissive mit license all other material including data produced by third parties and made available by our world in data is subject to the
license terms from the original third party authors please consult our full legal disclaimer web explore our data on covid 19 testing to
see how confirmed cases compare to actual infections see data on how many people are being hospitalized for covid 19 see how government
policy responses on travel testing vaccinations face coverings and more vary across the world web since 1751 the world has emitted over
1 5 trillion tonnes of co 2 2 to reach our climate goal of limiting average temperature rise to 2 c the world needs to urgently reduce
emissions one common argument is that those countries that have added most to the co 2 in our atmosphere contributing most to the
problem today should take on web our sdg tracker presents data across all available indicators from the our world in data database
using official statistics from the un and other international organizations this free open access information tracks global progress
towards the sdgs and allows people worldwide to hold their governments accountable for achieving the agreed goals web our world
transition notice may 2023 with the launch of the new united nations university unu global website platform our world has been integrated
into the unu website and will shift to become a curated collection of unu s latest commentary news multimedia and event related content
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learn your world our world 2e ngl sites Mar 26 2024 web achieve more with our world second edition a best selling seven level series for
young learners of english experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use english including surprising
photography meaningful stories and readings immersive video and incredible national geographic explorers
our world in data Feb 25 2024 web to make progress against the pressing problems the world faces we need to be informed by the best
research and data our world in data makes this knowledge accessible and understandable to empower those working to build a better world
read about our mission subscribe to our newsletter
about our world in data Jan 24 2024 web the front page of our world in data lists the same big global problems every day because they
matter every day one of the biggest mistakes that the news media makes is to suggest that different things matter on different days to
understand issues that are affecting billions we need data
latest our world in data Dec 23 2023 web 5 days ago   explore our new data and research on pandemics in history and how we can reduce
their risk in the future by saloni dattani lucas rod�s guirao edouard mathieu hannah ritchie and max roser december 07 2023
coronavirus covid 19 vaccinations our world in data Nov 22 2023 web home coronavirus vaccinations 70 6 of the world population has
received at least one dose of a covid 19 vaccine 13 57 billion doses have been administered globally and 7 861 are now administered each
day 32 7 of people in low income countries have received at least one dose
search our world in data Oct 21 2023 web all the software and code that we write is open source and made available via github under the
permissive mit license all other material including data produced by third parties and made available by our world in data is subject to the
license terms from the original third party authors please consult our full legal disclaimer
coronavirus pandemic covid 19 our world in data Sep 20 2023 web explore our data on covid 19 testing to see how confirmed cases
compare to actual infections see data on how many people are being hospitalized for covid 19 see how government policy responses on
travel testing vaccinations face coverings and more vary across the world
co₂ emissions our world in data Aug 19 2023 web since 1751 the world has emitted over 1 5 trillion tonnes of co 2 2 to reach our
climate goal of limiting average temperature rise to 2 c the world needs to urgently reduce emissions one common argument is that those
countries that have added most to the co 2 in our atmosphere contributing most to the problem today should take on
sdg tracker measuring progress towards the our world in data Jul 18 2023 web our sdg tracker presents data across all available
indicators from the our world in data database using official statistics from the un and other international organizations this free open
access information tracks global progress towards the sdgs and allows people worldwide to hold their governments accountable for
achieving the agreed goals
our world Jun 17 2023 web our world transition notice may 2023 with the launch of the new united nations university unu global website
platform our world has been integrated into the unu website and will shift to become a curated collection of unu s latest commentary news
multimedia and event related content
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